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The story 'Superman and Paula brown's new snow suit' is written by Sylvia 

Plath, the story is set in North America in the city of Boston during the 

Second World War. The story is about a Girl who was happy and lives in her 

own intense dream world. She is fascinated by flying and almost believes 

superman could teach her to fly. She plays superman games with her friend 

David. Her father has died and she idealises her Uncle Frank. Superman and 

Uncle Frank are bound together in her mind. Gradually, she becomes 

affected by the war. She is physically sick when she sees graphic pictures of 

the horrors of the prisoner of war camps. 

Superman can't save her from nightmares. She is at first powerless when 

accused by Paula Brown, then become isolated and a target. Everyone turn 

against her. She has been victim for the mistake which she has not done. 

Paula got slid while playing which was her own fault but she pointed the 

narrator and blames her for what she has not done. She is truly innocent on 

this matter. After this her usual comforts of home and uncle frank do not 

work, although she pretends she's fine. 

But In her ear and mind the sentence she got for nothing-''you did it, Yes you

did it... You pushed her, you did, we saw you.... ' was always blowing. She is 

been bullied. ''..... Chanting in a chorus, 'yes you did. Yes you did, we saw 

you''. When her mother and uncle frank appear not to believe her story, she 

leaves the light room and chooses somewhere dark room to hide and think. 

It seems everything was over to her. This shows how everything has 

changed for her. She has lost her childhood world of innocence (light) and 

has entered the cruel, dark 'real' world. She is very attractive but not 
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popular, because she is too stuck up. Paula was given an expensive snow-

suit as a present and was very proud of it. 

She blames the narrator because if Paula parents find that her suit was ruin 

by her own foolishness, she will get scold so she blamed the narrator. We all 

know Narrator was only invited because they needed someone else to play 

the game, not because she wanted her. Paula was really unfriendly with the 

Narrator. She fancies Jimmy lane and always allowed herself to be caught by 

him. She deliberately chose to blame the narrator when she slid in the oil, 

perhaps because she saw the narrator the weakest person there. 

Unwittingly, Paula changes the narrators' life for ever by destroying her 

illusions. 

The movement from childhood to adulthood is a painful one. The story 

'Growing up' is written by Joyce Cary is very simple in outline. A man comes 

home from work for the weekend. He plays with his daughters, who attack 

him. In the struggle their pet bitch bites him. The girl tends to his wound, 

and he goes out to his club for some male company. Beneath this simple 

narrative lots of other things are happening. Like several of the authors, 

Joyce Cary chooses a title that suggest one of the themes of the story-that of

growing up. This appears to refer mostly to the two sisters, Kate and Jenny. 

Later we see that it may also apply in a way to their father, Robert, who has 

been able to play with them for years, but now sees a time when he will be 

cut off from them, good only for paying the bills. I think that Cary has made 

the opening to this story very quite and slow on purpose. The author makes 

this idea clear in the last sentence of the story. The climax of the story 
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suddenly changes when there is chasing and hunting. 'Jenny stopped in her 

languid stroll, snatched a bamboo from the border, and hurled it at snort like 

a spear'. 

The young girls start to chase the dog towards their father who was trying to 

rest after coming from a long time of work. They got mad and start to beat 

him up. ''the two girls staggering with laughter, threw themselves upon their 

father. 'Paleface - paleface Robbie. Kill him - scalp him. Torture him..... oh 

but you can't go like that - we have got to wash your bite'. They can't control

their feelings and emotions. They become wild. Another theme may be 

nature -and this story looks at nature in human, animal and vegetable terms.

We see the way garden grows wild, the way the bitch, Snort, plays and the 

way girls act. 

In all three cases there is a contrast between ideas of cultivated and civilized

nature and nature in the wild or untamed - a contrast that appears clearly as 

the girls go from a ferocious attack on Robert, to acting as nursemaids, and 

tending to his wound. A last theme of the story might be self consciousness -

especially Robert's concerns about his vanishing dignity and the meaning of 

his life, as his children become independent. At last we can see how he 

realised that her two beautiful flowers are growing up rapidly and so he was 

too. 

The story 'Your shoes' written by Michelle Roberts is a monologue, spoken by

a woman whose daughter has left home - the speaker reflects on her own 

past, her relations with her parents and the now vanished daughter. One of 

the changes occurring is also the movement from childhood to adulthood, 
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and the pain it brings to members of the family. The story is written in the 

style of streams of consciousness. The mother is getting mad of her grief. 

She can not control her emotions of missing her daughter a lot. In the story a

family member has fled from the family home. 

There is a reduction in the number of people in the family unit, 'you're not 

here any longer so how can I talk to you? You can't speak to someone who 

isn't there'. At the end of the story she seems to think that her daughter has 

returned, but this appears to be a fantasy. In the AQA Anthology, there is an 

illustration of a pair of trainers- we know that the shoes in question are white

trainers with 'white laces that' the narrator has tied together so that ''they 

won't get separated or lost'' and that she has ''washed and ironed''. 

We also know that the narrator bought them without her daughter's approval

or even involvement. Your shoe is very much about the ways in which 

parents and children communicate or fail to do so. Michele Roberts considers

how parents can oppress children by trying to live through them, and how 

we confuse material gifts with real concern for others' welfare. The story 

looks at ideas of self-knowledge and self-deception- but ends with an 

emphatic denial of what the reader sees to be true. The story is also, 

therefore, makes us question the judgement and truthfulness or sanity of the

narrator. 

In this story the mother refuses to move on- where the old man lets his 

favourite pigeon go, the narrator of Your Shoes shuts herself, her memories 

and her daughters' shoes away, locking out her husband, who might 

threaten her fantasy with an explanation of how things really are. The 
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relationship between mother and daughter seems to have changed 

dramatically. The woman appears to think she knew her daughter deeply but

in fact she doesn't know her at all. Sexual maturity plays a vital role in 

individuals' people life. In 'Superman and Paula Brown's new snow suit', it is 

the colour that helps to express the child's state of mind and maturity. 

At the beginning, everything seems to be fine and bright. But in the ending 

of the story we find that the colour getting to fade away and getting darker 

and duller. In the story 'Growing Up' and 'Superman and Paula Brown's new 

snow suit', we can see the most obvious way of growing up that is they 

become much more aware of the opposite sex. In the story of 'superman and

Paula brown's new snow suit' two of the children Jimmy lane and Paula 

Brown's in time to time they noticed each other and it is clear that they liked 

each other and this was their first step of sexually maturity. 

In the story 'Growing Up' the two sisters are unaware that they are becoming

sexually mature, they are beginning to practise although they are unknown 

about what they are doing. A father is the first person in the every women 

life who falls in love with. When the father gets hurt and wants to leave, the 

girls grave his attention by changing their way of act, they become nice and 

persuade him to stay with them and put the medicine in the wound too. This 

all shows the faster way of growing up. They are becoming sexually mature 

very faster in their parents eyes. 

At the end of 'Growing up' the father realises that her daughters are no 

longer the kid that he used to play with, they are now turning to adults and 

he should let it to be - ''she's growing up - and so am I''. Every parent wants 
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their children to be the best and have a good relationship with them. Like in 

the story 'Your shoes' the mother thinks it is always important to have a 

good relationship with her daughter but she failed to have. '' Daughters 

ought to be close to their mothers. I wasn't to mine. ' 

The woman is jealous of her daughter, who has just run away, because her 

own mother liked her more; 'She loved you more than she loved me, it isn't 

fair'. This shows that this woman never really had a happy childhood and had

a bad relationship with her own mother. In the 'superman and Paula brown's 

new snow suit', Sylvia Plath has kept the main characters name and age a 

secret. Just like in 'Growing up' and 'Your Shoe'. The behaviour of the woman

in 'Your shoes' is that of the mad woman, ''at least this paper has ruled lines 

so my writing can't fall off''. She is in fact mad with grief at the 

disappearance of her only daughter. 

The story is written in the style of streams of consciousness, which I think is 

very effective as it helps convey the emotions of the woman. She has written

in the style of streams of consciousness to spread her feelings and emotions,

the pain she is suffering to the readers which she is carrying alone. The 

woman is trying all her best to be a good and responsible mother, and the 

day that her daughter runs away, the mother buys her daughter a pair of 

new shoes. She holds on to these shoes as if they will give her some sort of 

clue as to where her daughter is, but obviously, they don't. 

At the end of the story the mother says, 'you're so small and pale. Let me 

hold you while you cry'. She talks with the shoe because her daughter has 

not returned yet and she imagines the shoe to be her daughter. Just the 
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same case is in 'Superman and Paula brown's new snow suit', the young 

person mother has always been overprotective of her child, 'mother believe 

that I should have an enormous amount of sleep, and so I was never really 

tired when I went to bed', and tried to protect her child from what is going on

in the world around them. 

At Paula browns Birthday, they decide to go to the movies. The main 

character tells us that 'Mother had found out that the main feature was snow

white before she would let me go, but she hadn't realised there was a war 

picture going on'. But this time she was not protected by her mother from 

changing to adulthood. In the movie the young person sees the real world 

moving around. The death of the people in war. She realises there is no 

superman like things in this cruel world and superman has never been exist 

in this world. No one was able to save her from nightmares. 

The death of childhood is more of a figurative death, and occurs in both 'Your

shoes' and 'Superman and Paula brown's new snow suit'. When children grow

into adults, it is like a part of them inside dies. The mother in 'Your shoes' 

does not accept the reality that her daughter has run away. She thinks it's all

her fault that she ran away. She blames herself for not becoming so close 

and caring to her, so she ran away. '' Now I realise how you kept yourself 

from me, how I didn't really know you at all'' Now she wish to be close with 

her daughter but its too late. 

Her daughter has run away from her and she doesn't where she has gone 

and is very worried about it. She believes that everybody thinks that she is a 

bad mother and that everyone is laughing at her -''People pretend to be kind 
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but they are ghouls. They ring up to see how I am and I can hear them gloat. 

Its not their fifteen-year-old daughter who's left home and gone off God 

knows where. '' She is now mentally and physically sick. All her power is loss 

dreaming and thinking about her daughter. ''I'm sure you'd never have left if 

you realised I'd be this upset. 

I thought I knew you as well as I know this house''. She thinks her daughter 

still to be a child and she is showing her childish action running from home, 

mother is unknown about the nature process that her daughter is no longer 

child she has turned to an adult and has ran away from home. ''You're too 

young to get job, who'd have you and what could you possibly do? '' she 

locked herself inside her daughter room to feel the warmth of love of her 

daughter and she too is afraid about her husband and don't want to get 

disturb by anyone. ' 

I've unplugged the telephone so that I can concentrate on you and we shan't 

be disturbed ''. In 'Growing up' the father learns quickly that he must let his 

girls grow up and explore their womanhood, and he must accept that they 

are no longer little girls anymore. The part where they want to watch 

children's programs and play silly games with funny hats on, and the art 

where they are not embarrassed by the strange things their parents do. This 

death of childhood is what scares parents the most. 

His two daughters, 12 year old Jenny and Kate, who is a year older, appear to

be mysteriously quiet at the very beginning of the story. But to their father 

this silence is not a normal one, 'There was no answer. And he stopped, in 

surprise'. At the beginning he was feeling like something is strange today so 
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at the end of the day and the end of the story he realises that they are now 

turning to adults. At first when he was been attacked by girls he was totally 

unknown what they were trying to show and do, he thinks are the mad who 

is attacking their own father. 

Then he somehow began to realise. I think that these girls do not know how 

to control their emotions, showing early signs of growing up, and becoming 

adults. They go from soft and quiet, to loud and very aggressive in a short 

space of time. This shocks their father, as he thought he knew his girls and 

didn't know that they had their aggressive side also. He was shocked. Then 

again he found his daughters mindful and loving side. ' she looked down at 

him with an expression he did not recognize. 

What was the game, medical maternal? Was she going to laugh? But the 

child frowned. She was also struck by something new and unexpected. Now 

only he was sure and realises that it was their changing time from child to 

adult'. Now only he realises that all that stuff that was going around was a 

sudden change from childhood to adulthood. They are now turning to 

become a woman not a child, they are now becoming an adult and he 

shouldn't be the one to block their way rather help them and let them grow 

in peace and good environment. 
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